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(Guitar Educational). As rhythm guitarist for blues legend Muddy Waters, Steady Rollin' Bob

Margolin has gained invaluable experience in the art of Chicago blues rhythm guitar. And now in this

exclusive and comprehensive book/DVD package, Bob Margolin and blues author/historian Dave

Rubin bring you the definitive instructional guitar method on the subject, featuring loads of rhythm

guitar playing examples to learn and practice, covering a variety of styles, techniques, tips, historical

anecdotes, and much more. To top it off, every playing example in the book is performed on the

accompanying DVD by Bob Margolin himself! The book also features a unique code to access the

same videos online for download or streaming!
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Great guide to the Chicago style blues from one of the best. Having played with the late great

Muddy Waters, Bob learned from a legend. The accompanying video lessons are great and video

quality is first-class both in content and production quality. Makes it very easy to follow ad pickup the

riffs shown. I would have rated this 5 stars except the production quality of the print book is lacking.

The first time I opened the book, the whole cover (not just the front) fell away. Very annoying for a

new book and also very poor quality control from the production dept. After applying a fair amount of

super glue, we're back in business. That being said, I highly recommend this book if you want to

further your chops in this style of the blues.



There's lots of books on how to play hot licks, but not that many on how to play the part that most

guitar players fall down on--the rhythm. Jimi was quoted once something like " There's a world of

lead guitar players out there, but the most important thing is the rhythm". A bunch of good solid

material here that we used to have to figure out from records & watching the old guys play.

Hopefully this book will elevate the playing level at lots of blues jams at least!

I can't say enough about this dvd/ book. The stuff is the real deal, no poser rock stuff, just pure

undiluted blues info that is so hard to get. This has the little touches that you need to take your

playing to the holy land of authentic blues playing- old school. If you want to play real blues and

can't find an old guru to school you right, get this. It just feels good! I can just sit and watch it and

get my moneys' worth. By the way, I've been playing this music in bands since '78 and there was

plenty for me to pick up as far as the finer points. Get if the love the real blues.It will make you a

hipper player. This is not about a bunch of blues lead playing by the way. Get Bob's "muddy waters

guitar" dvd for that or duke robbillard's "freddie king" dvd.

If you play guitar or bass buy this book! If i would have had this when i started when starting out

sometimes you can get ahead of yourself and not get basic things like rhythm and playing with

others down

I waited, hoping this might get cheaper, but I'm so happy I finally got it. Have you seen Bob's

YouTube show "Bob Margolin with the Jumping Cats"? ......Damn. This is one of my five favorite

Blues Rhythm Guitar books.......... I'm going to see Bob in March. Damn!

Decades ago I took lessons from a Blues master just a couple blocks from Chess Studios.

Everything I learned from him is in here. This book is the real deal. And I was pleasantly surprised

how well the videos played via the Kindle app on my iPad.If you're looking for easy to understand

Chicago Blues guitar lessons, buy this book.

Nice book. If u want too get the feel for Chicago blues, this is a good place too start.

Great guide to Chicago blues style. The video is helpful in showing the fingering of some of the

more challenging pieces. Warning, if you don't already have a solid foundation in finger style

playing, you will struggle on some of the pieces. There are better books for learning introductory



finger style. But if you're looking for the nitty gritty on Muddy Waters-style playing, this is the real

deal.
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